
Yealink VC210 Teams Edition, an affordable video collaboration bar designed for huddle and small room. 

With Microsoft Teams built right in, the device provides a simple and smooth Teams meeting experience with the 
premium video and voice quality, either working with a touch or normal display.  

VC210 Teams Edition
Video Collaboration Bar
For huddle and small room

If you need assistance or have questions, please contact us via ucinfo@yealink.com 

Intuitive Teams
Interface

Plug-and-play
Setup

Life-like Video
Quality

Immersive Audio
Experience
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Meeting is That Simple Perfect for various layout of small spaces, 

the compact VC210 comes with features you need highly integrated. The 

lightweight bar is able to mount either on the wall, top of display, or on a flat 

surface. Simply plug in the cables, you are ready for a meeting with intuitive 

Teams interface that you already knew and like. 

Capture All Details The ultra HD 4K camera features auto framing 

with 120° field-of-view, ensuring that every participant can be clearly captured 

during the meeting, even those sit closest to the camera. The life-like meeting 

experience greatly enhances small-space meeting collaborations.

Hear and Speak Easy Yealink CP900 speakerphone comes as 

the dedicated voice device to deliver a more stable and immersive audio 

experience. The full-duplex speakerphone features HD voice and six-micro-

phone beamforming, people on both ends can always enjoy a life-like com-

munication regardless of the position of seats. Noise reduction and echo 

cancellation technology ensure that conversations sounds naturally while 

reducing background noise and reverberation.

Module Features Description

Android 9.0

Supports touch monitor through HDMI / USB port

Supported by Yealink VCR20

Ultra HD 4K Camera, 3x digital zoom

120°

Auto-framing / Speaker-tracking (coming soon)

Supported by Yealink CP900

six-beamforming microphone array

2 meters voice pickup radius

Buttons: Teams, Answer / Hangup, Mute, Volume up / down

Synchronize scheduled Teams meetings

Touch "Join" or Click Teams button

PC invite VC210 to meeting using BT Beaconing

√ （Receive）

√

2.4GHz/5GHz Dual Mode

Bluetooth 4.2

√

2x USB2.0

1x HDMI-out

802.3af

Operating System

Interactive Mode

Camera Features

Audio Features

Meeting Features

Physical Features

Android

Touch monitor

Remote controller

Resolution

Field of view

Tracking feature

Tabletop Speakerphone

Calendar

One-click join 

Proximity join

Content sharing

Whiteboard

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

Human motion sensor

USB port

Supported display

Power over Ethernet

120° 


